Across
1 During
5 Amenity at a fancy hotel
9 Not with it
14 Early word for baby
15 Qatari dignitary
16 Snare element
17 Artist who worked with Hitchcock
18 Coast Guard cutter, e.g.
20 Ore processors
22 Muscular
23 Vote for passage
24 Bibliography abbr.
25 Year-end reward
30 Modifying wd.
33 Lorax creator
34 Discombobulate
35 One known for bumbling
36 Cut back on
37 House's "bones"
38 "p." to a pianist
39 Sci-fi film extras
40 Culpability
41 Turning point
42 Expensive spread
43 Barrio store
45 Place to picnic
46 Lummox
47 Japanese two-seater
49 Stud poker secret
54 What might be filled with flakes
56 Diva's delivery
57 Like most people
58 Fully equipped
59 Doctor's order
60 Never happened
61 Party VIP
62 Well-being

books
6 Five-star General Bradley
7 Pieces' partner
8 Go off course
9 Set free
10 2009 honor for 28/29 Down
11 Reindeer's foot
12 Comment from Dr. Watson
13 Most preferred
19 Not at all alert
21 Infusions that may have jasmine
24 Protective coating
25 According to
26 Peachy-keen
27 Triage pro
28 With 29 Down, president born in the '60s
29 See 28 Down
30 Too principled for
31 Clear, as car

windows
32 Alternative to a Civic
37 Like aloha shirt designs
38 Motorcycle appendages
40 Conspicuous and annoying
41 The Bishop of Rome
44 Dance company
45 Song of praise
47 Flat highland
48 Part of the eye
49 "Knight of the road"
50 Nocturnal predators
51 Floor measurement
52 Lay on the line
53 Page One identifier
54 Cornfield sound
55 Dismissive shout

Down
1 Throws in
2 Sir's counterpart
3 Insubstantial
4 Application without restriction
5 Remove from the
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